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About This Game

Life on earth is in danger. A research team has been sent into outer space to explore new habitable worlds
where humans can start a new life.

Near an unknown planet the research ship falls out of hyperspace. All controls and sensors have failed
leaving the vessel dead in space. You have no choice but abandon ship in an escape pod.

The entire surface of the unknown oceanic planet is frozen. Upon impact the escape pod managed to break through the ice cap.

An amazing alien world is revealed in from of your eyes. Your task is to survive and find out the cause
of your ship's tragic events. But BEWARE !!!  You are not the only survivor in the ocean’s depth.
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In space, no one can hear you yawn.. If you like fault and the art of Hare Konatsu, then I'd recommend this. It's a pretty decent
HOG - if you run it in one sitting. If not, you're likely to encounter the "save game corrupted" bug. Can't recommend a buggy
game, so.. No.. Yuri is best!. Better and brighter than their first effort but still not much to go on here.... Sickness is an
interesting visual novel with disturbing scenes, images and themes. The main character Suoh is mentally ill, violent and probably
a sexual deviant. Someone buying this game expecting sunshine and rainbows is going to be disappointed. All of that aside, the
game tells a compelling story with a ton of content that has four different paths to take - two good, two bad.  The game even has
a secret unlockable character that allows the reader to see the same story from another point of view. I enjoyed this game.. Ever
seen or read The Martian? Think of that, but both of your legs are broken and you're not MATT DAMON.

Seriously though, if you have a VR headset and looking for a truly challenging and fun sci-fi game, this is the game for you. Be
aware though that it's very much a trial and error and it's not perfect (yet) but I have high hopes for this game! I can't wait to see
more!

Only gripe I have is needing more things to do, and to make opening the helmet a little harder. It's too easy to pop the lid trying
to grab something floating in front of you. Other than that- A must have VR title. Hands down.
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Great DLC, New character. Lots of new stuff. new Map. WHAT MORE CAN U ASK?!? Just buy it!. don't buy if you expect
great graphic quality, this game is make in RPGmaker2000. lol
Just enjoy the story and the game's theme.

some time the counter attack button seems to not work..
and I've got irritated of how the game didn't let let you click the finishing blow by yourself.. This is such a good and charming
game! I'm glad it was kind of short, because I pretty much couldn't walk away once I got going. I didn't expect to get so into
planning a breakfast menu for ghosts, but helping them with their problems felt so good that I teared up at a couple of points.
This is a seemingly simple game, but it's got a lot to say, and I found the dialogue very impacting and insightful at points. I
absolutely loved it, and I hope this developer does more!. This game is amazing, but in order to enjoy it you have to know what
you're doing. Cause this game is REALLY DETAILED. It involves a lot of modifying to your car. I love the hydraulic
competitions and the racing. Im walking out of them with a ton of money to add more to my cars. Yea, a lot of nice cars; they
give them different names though. Like the Impala is called a Gazelle and the El Camino is called a Walker. Fun and addicting
game overall, get it!. again, had trouble with this one because i am not a pollack
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